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The Reckoning01
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we live in an AI  
powered world
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VIRTUOUS CYCLE Cognitive data

Cognitive 
content

Cognitive 
experience

personalizes

surfaces

generates Personalization at scale 
Streamlined end-to-end CX 
Authentic brand expression 
Content & media efficiencies 

Speed to value 
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1.Understand people’s behavior at a deep and personal level

2.Target custom-crafted offers and experiences to people at 
an individual level 

3.Develop and deliver platforms & campaigns with laser-
precision and efficiency.

MINE AND CORRELATE DATA
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I  CAN PREDICT 
SHAPE THE 

FUTURE
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trust
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chihuahua vs muffin shiba vs marshmallow puli vs mop

We are getting very good at Automated Image analysis. 



HAVAS Machine Automated Image Analysis
AI can see your “tell” 

AI’s power to pick out patterns is now turning 
more intimate matters

With the right data sets AI systems might be 
trained to spot other intimate traits, such as 
emotional intent, IQ or mental impairment.

Just because humans are unable to see the 
signs in faces does not mean that machines 
can’t.
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We can’t assume we can control what 

we have brought to life?


Facebook’s automated targeting systems recently enabled 
target offensive terms like “Jew Hater”.


In Myanmar, there are accusations of Facebook censoring 
Muslims who are under attack by the military.


India Whats App has been inundated with rumors, hoaxes, 
and fraud creating panic and angry mob lynchings.


It’s ALIVE!!!!



How Cambridge Analytica works: 

Combine social psychology with data analytics to 
tug on emotional biases 

1) Collect social data from Facebook and Twitter 
(which was / is perfectly legal)  

2) Buy / Acquire $$ other personal data:  about 
television prefs, location data, travel, shopping 
habits, church attendance, search history, what 
books you buy, what magazines you subscribe, 
what schools and clubs you belong to. 

3) Then crunch all this information and use it for what 
Asshat Nix calls “behavioral microtargeting” — 
basically individualized advertising. 

4) in other words:   
 
make ads designed to tug on emotional biases




Introduction to election manipulation



AI in the wrong hands can drive (risky) outcomes

Billionaire founder 

Cambridge Analytica Robert Mercer


“I’ve called it an emotional leash,”  
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Industry after industry has experienced this 
kind of boom and bust cycle. 

Most recently it was Wall Street, and the 
mortgage backed security scandal. 

And when the boom cycle is predicated on 
taking advantage of unwitting consumers, 
the consequences of the bust cycle are dire. 

BOOM AND BUST
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Bad press
Damage to the stock price
Crisis PR team engage
Someone gets fired
Congressional hearings 
Catastrophic losses
Regulation

SPECTRUM OF CONSEQUENCE
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Advertisers are more concerned 
Facebook will cut off access to data 
than they are about privacy

Clearly Cambridge Analytica hasn't slowed advertisers down
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A System of Trust03
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In the age of Post Truth, trust is at risk. 

As consumers become increasingly aware of how 
their data is being used, and misused, in the 
pursuit of profit or politics, marketers need to lead 
our brands to success in this minefield. 

HAVAS
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SIMPLE RULES
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SYSTEM OF TRUST: #1

 

 
Radical Transparency
• Share how and why
• Ensure bias check
• Value exchange clear and easy to understand
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Provide user the option

SYSTEM OF TRUST: #2
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SYSTEM OF TRUST: #3

  
•

 
Evolve

• This is not fixed 
• We must be willing to change and evolve
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trust



PUT YOUR 
TITLE 
HERE

+

Coactique aliquotiens nostri pedites ad eos persequendos 
scandere clivos sublimes etiam si lapsantibus plantis fruticeta 
prensando vel dumos macedonum manu priscorum.

+
MAKING
BRANDS
MEANINGFUL
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COULD DISAPPEAR AND CONSUMERS WOULDN’T CARE

74%
OF BRANDS
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http://www.theyoungpope-aimen.com/
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Toronto

First Cannes Cognitive Lions: 

4 Lions for AiMen:  
Including Gold Data / Creativity 
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TAKE AWAYS

As a consumer, would I be okay with brands using 
information in this way?

As a brand, would I be okay if this practice were made 
public? (because you know it will be, eventually)

1

2
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THANK YOU


